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1775 GEORGE III GOLD PROOF PATTERN 1/2 GUINEA 

PCGS PR64

GEORGIVS · Crowned 4-fold arms. KM 604. Proof; S 3728; W&R 95).

A very rare and superbly original example of this Fourth Guinea issue.

Deeply mirrored original surfaces with frosty cameo contrast on both

obverse and reverse. These pieces are getting more and more difficult to

obtain each year. Don’t miss this one.

George III (George William Frederick; 4 June 1738 – 29 January 1820) was

King of Great Britain and King of Ireland from 25 October 1760 until the

union of the two countries on 1 January 1801, after which he was King of

the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland until his death. His life and

with it his reign, which were longer than any of his predecessors, were

marked by a series of military conflicts involving his kingdoms, much of the

rest of Europe, and places farther afield in Africa, the Americas and Asia.

Early in his reign, Great Britain defeated France in the Seven Years' War,

becoming the dominant European power in North America and India.
George III of the United Kingdom

However, many of Britain's American colonies were soon lost in the American War of Independence.

Further wars against revolutionary and Napoleonic France from 1793 concluded in the defeat of Napoleon

at the Battle of Waterloo in 1815. In the later part of his life, George III had recurrent, and eventually

permanent, mental illness. Although it has since been suggested that he had the blood disease porphyria, the

cause of his illness remains unknown. Until it was reassessed in the second half of the 20th century, his

reputation in the United States was one of a tyrant; and in Britain he became "the scapegoat for the failure of

imperialism".

Plain edge. Finest-Certified Pattern Half-Guinea. An exceptional and beautiful representative of this very

difficult pattern issue combining the hallmarks of a Proof strike, including lightly reflective surfaces and

needle-sharp detail, with the added allure of numismatic rarity. We note that PCGS and NGC together have

certified only three examples of the type to date, rendering this selection, tied for the finest, a true

opportunity for any collector or investor. These select rarities are exactly what every long term individual

should have to maximize the potential long-term capital/investment growth. Lightly toned and well-

preserved, an inspiring coin.

Additional Rarity: A George III silver Proof Pattern Bank of England 5 Shillings & 6 Pence 1811

PR67+★ Cameo sold at auction on January 7, 2018 for $168,000.
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